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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents an approach to on-line path planning for 
multiple robots in configuration space. On the basis of defining 
some points in workspace as fmdamental obstacles, we 
develop an efficient algorithm for mapping a complex Cartesian 
obstacle by selecting obstacle's critical points. Its computational 
time for mapping a two-dimensional obstacle is approximately 
5ms with a 33Mhz 80486 CPU. To plan 3 collision-free path for 
a master robot, we use slice configuration space obstacles for 
building a free subspace. To plan a collision-free path for a 
slave robot, swept volumes of the master robot are taken as 
additional moving obstacles into consideration. Finally, we 
report graphical simulation results with respect to two PUMA 
robots sharing a common workspace. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a great deal of research has been devoted to 
the problems of using multiple robots, such as coordinated 
motion, control architecture, and collision avoidance. This 
paper presents a practical approach to on-line path planning for 
multiple robots in configuration space (C-space), which is 
further extension to our works [1]-[3]. Its basis is to use the 
analytical models in [3] to precompute C-space obstacles of 
some points in workspace (W-space), defined as fundamental 
obstacles. A key step of mapping a complex Cartesian obstacle 
is superimposing the images of point obstacles. Usually, a cell 
decomposition approach is used to represent point obstacles' 
images, and their superposition is performed by activating all 
imegular cells [4]. It is noticed, however, that many irregular 
cells need to be activated repeatedly more times since the 
majority of the point obstacles' images for mapping a same 
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(a) Starting configurations of robots 

Cartesian obstacle completely or partially overlap with each 
other (see Section 3 )  To improve mapping performance, the 
idea of superimposing point obstacles' images used here is to 
compute their contours by the critical points of the Cartesian 
obstacle. Its computational cost for mapping a two-dimensional 
(2D) obstacle is approximately 5ms with a 33 Mhz 80486 CPU. 
To plan a collision-free path for a master robot, slice C-space 
obstacles are computed for building a free subspace that has 
more computation accuracy than one represented by slice 
projections [5]. Since this approach, including mapping and 
searching, is suitable for real-time motion planning, swept 
volumes, produced during master robot motion, can be 
considered as additional moving obstacles in planning paths for 
a slave robot. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach, 
we report graphical simulation results with respect to two 
PUMA robots sharing a common W-space, as shown in Fig. 1. 

2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORK 

Methods for computing a C-space can be roughly divided into 
two groups. One of the most widely used methods is to 
decompose the C-space into regular and irregular cells [5]-[7]. 
However, these C-space algorithms are not efficient enough to 
be practical in real-time path planning for niultiple robots 
because large amounts of computational time are needed to 
deal with robot's kinematics and geometry as well as the 
obstacles' geometry before searching for a path, and their 
computational cost grows exponentially with the number of 
degrees of freedom. Besides, the efficiency of path searching 
using cell decomposition approach depends largely upon the 
size of cells generated. If the decomposed cells are large, the 
searching process is fast but path searching may fail due to the 
loss of accuracy (e.g., Lozano's slice projections [ 5 ] ) ;  if the 
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(b) Goal configurations of robots 

Fig. 1 .  Two PUMA robots sharing a common W-$ace 
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Fig. 2(a). Fundamental area of a PUMA robot 
(b). Fundamental obstacles of a PUMA robot 

decomposed cells are small enough, collision-free paths can be 
found, but the search process requires more execution time. 
Another method for obstacle .mapping is to compute collision 
boundaries between a robot and obstacles in terms of the robot's 
kinematics on the assumption that the robotic arms and 

obstacles tire all polyhedra. For instance, Luinelsky in [8] has 
studied different kinematic configurations corresponding to 
robotic arms with revolute or sliding joints, and Ge and 
McCarthy have presented the algebraic equations of C-space 
obstacles [9]. Since solving these algebraic equations is a time 
consuming work before path searching, this method is usually 
used for a single robot system. 

Local approach is also frequently used for path planning [lo]. 
Its principle is to hypothesize a path and test it for potential 
collisions. Its advantage is suitable for multiple robot systems. 
However, this approach only provides little information on how 
a path may be modified to avoid these or other collisions. To 
overcome this deficiency, powerful heuristics has been used to 
guide the search in local regions with the help of the C-space 
[I 11. However, this approach requires considerable 
computational time for collision detection in terms of robot's 
kinematics and geometry as well as obstacles' geometry. 

3. MAPPING MORE COMPLEX OBSTACLES BY 
CRITICAL POINTS 

Before we discuss the algorithm for obstacle mapping, we 
briefly present the concepts of fundamental area and 
fundamental obstacles, as introduced in [l]. Since most robot's 
W-spaces are symmetric, they can be formed by moving an 
area round symmetric axes of the W-spaces. Such an area is 
known as a fundamental area of a robot. A grid is used to 
discretize the fundamental area. Intersection points of verticals 
and horizons on the grid are defined as fundamental obstacles 

FOi = (xe, , 29, ) shown in Fig. 2 [3], where 81 represents the 
angle between the fundamental area and the symmetric axis of 

the W-space. Since FOi are independent of a real obstacle in a 
dynamic environment, their C-space obstacles, denoted by 

C%(FOi), are precomputed by the analytical models in [3].  
For computing complex C-space obstacles, we only need to 

Fig. 3. Mapping SjOi, and SjOi, by their critical fundamental obstacles 
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save the images of FOi , that are located along the positive half 
of the horizontal axis on the fundamental area, since on their 

basis all C%(FQ;) can be computed by the use of the 

distance, r, between FOi and the original point, and the angle 

of FO,, 9 121. 
In order to map a three-dimensional (3D) obstacle0; with 

complex geometry, Oi is processed as follows [2]: 1. 

Decompose 0; into a finite set of 2D obstacles SjOj by 
moving the fundamental area in a collision interval 

[elmin, 8,,,,] with a step length A€$; 2. Compute all FO; 
on 2D obstacles' borders. Fig. 2(b) shows two 2D obstacles 

SjO,l and S,0i2 as well as their FOik on borders. Since 

FOi and C%(FO;) describe the key relationship between the 

W-space and the C-space, the C-space obstacle C%(SjOi) 
can be computed by: 

C%(SjOi) = Co,(FOil)u...uCOR(FOik)u-.- (1) 

Since upper and lower boundaries of CO,(SjOi), 

COR(SjQi)upper and C%(SjOi)lower, consist of upper and 

lower boundaries of C%(FO,k), respectively, computing 

C%(S,O;) is determining boundaries of all c%(Fqk)  

that are functions of the joints 02 and 83.  

All C+(Fqk) related to SjOil and SjOi2 are plotted, 
respectively, in Fig. 3(a-b). It can be observed that some of 
C%(FO,k) completely or partially overlap with others, so 
many irregular cells must be activated repeatedly more times 
using cell decomposition approach for superimposing 
C%(FO,k). Fig. 4 shows some FO& represented by the 0 

points. After such FOik are removed from Eq. (l), 

CO,(SJOi) keeps unchanged (see C%(SjO;1) and 

C%(Sj0;2) in Fig. 3(c-d)). The reason is that their images 

completely overlap with the images of FOik represented by 
the points in Fig. 4. 

The boundaries of CO,(SjQi) for the joints e2 and e3 
are formed when the robot touches the boundary of SjO; 
from the exterior in each of both cases [12]: 1. The robot arms 

contact a vertex of SjO;; 2. The robot end-effector contacts an 

cdgc of SjO, In [2], we report that CO,(SJO,) is most 

mainly formed when the robot arms contactSj0, , so we select 

some FO, from those FOik that can be contacted by the robot 

arms to improve mapping performance. SuchFOi are known 

ils critical FOi . Firstly, the nearest FOik to the original point, 

denoted by FOik\=,inIr(k)), is defined as a critical FOik 

Show in Fig. 4(a). Secondly, F0;k With 8zmin and 8zmax, 

denoted by Foikb2=e2mtn and FOikb, 

as critical FOik shown in Fig. 4(b). Fi 

maximum and minimum cp, denoted by FQ 

FO&b=max{cp(k)), are also considered as critical FOik of 

SjOi, as shown in Fig. 4(c). The images of the critical FOik 

govem CO,(SjOi), because: 1. FOik\=m,n{r(k)i contributes 

the largest collision area in the C-space among all FOik ; 2. 

FOik b2=g2mm and FOik (82=g2maw determine the forbidden 

region 182min, 82max] for the joint €12 and can be contacted 

by the robot arms; 3. FOik&=min{cp(k)) and 

Foik &=max{cp(k)) can be contacted by the robotic arms when 

the arms stretch up, as shown in Fig. 4(c). 
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COR (S jOi hower = COR (FOi )lower Ir=min{r")) 

U COR (FOi hower b2=t)Zm,n (3) 

COR (FOi )lower Ip=minicp(k)) 

Since r and cp of each FOik can be computed [3], and 

€litin and of each CO,(FO,k) can be obtained from 

the database of CO,(FO,k), the critical Foi can be easily 

found among all FOik . For the critical FOi, their image 

C%(FOi) can be obtained on the basis of the database [3] 
instead of computing robot's kinematics and geometry as well 
as obstacles' geometry. Since the number of the criticalFOi in 
Eqs. (2)-(3) are constant, the computational time for mapping 

S,Oi is about constant, e.g., the time for mapping SjOi, and 

S,0i2 is approximately 5ms with a 33 Mhz 80486 CPU. TO 

close the left-upper and right-lower parts of C%(S,Oi) 
without considering a robot's gripper and its payload, we 
connect the limits' points of its left-upper and right-lower parts, 
as shown by the thick curves in Fig. 3(e-f). If the robot's gripper 

and its payload are considered, these parts of C% (S jOj) are 

closed by the maximum and minimum values of02 of payload 
C-space obstacles, as shown in Fig. 3(g-i). 

For mapping the 3D obstacle 0 1  in Fig. 2(a), 01 is 
decomposed by the fundamental area into an infinite set of 

SjOj, and, at a given el, mapping SjOj can be quickly 
performed by the algorithm discussed above. By using the 
union operation again: 

CO,(Oi) = CO,(SjOl)U... UC~(SjOi)U. . .  (4) 

0 1  is mapped into the C-space and its computational time is 
approximately 35ms. It should be noticed that obstacle mapping 
by critical FOj usually is "exact" enough for robot transfer 

motion since, first, fundamental obstacles that describe SjOi 

keep certain distances to the border of SjOi, and second, a 
path to be generated in practice will not be too close to the 
boundaries of C-space obstacles. 

4. MOTION PLANNING FOR A MASTER ROBOT 
BY SLICE CONFIGURATION OBSTACLES 

The conditions for building a free space are to avoid dealing 
with unimportant parts of the C-space and to keep the 

connectivity between starting and goal configurations. For 
building such a free subspace, slice C-space obstacles on a 
cross-section plane, which is determined by starting and goal 
configurations, is computed [3]. The problem is that an infinite 
number of cross-section planes can be built through the starting 
configuration and the goal configuration. In order to find a short 
collision-free path, a cross-section plane should be chosen so 
that its slice C-space obstacles have minimal area. Here, a 
cross-section plane for the PUMA 560 robot: 
ao, + / I C ) ,  +&, + d  = 0 (5) 
is chosen to be parallel to the axis 8 ,  because the joints 0, 

and 03 are coupled. The parameters (a, h, c, d) in Eq. ( 5 )  
can be determined [ 31: 

where e,,, e,,, 8, and e,,, e,,, e,, are the position 
vectors of the starting configuration and the goal configuration, 
respectively. 

Using slice C-space obstacles, a free subspace can be 
represented by a graph. The shortest path in the graph can be 

searched by the well known algorithm A*. To plan robot 
orientation movements, a linear inteqolation ,is used [3]. Fig. 5 
shows a slice C-space obstacle related to the starting and goal 

configurations { (&(RI), qg(R1) } of the robot RI (left) in 
Fig. 7 that is defined as a master robot. Fig. 7 shows its motion 

on the path in Fig. 5 from qs(R1) to qg(R1) .  

I I 
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Fig. 5. A slice C-qace obstacle on a msssection plane 

5. COMPUTING SWEPT VOLUMES FOR 
ASLAVE ROBOT 

The difference between planning collision-free paths for a 
slave robot and the master robot is that the slave robot not only 
avoid collisions with obstacles in the W-space but also the 
master robot. Since the proposed approach is fast enough to 
plan paths in real-time, swept volumes, produced during master 
robot motion, can be considered as additional moving obstacles 
for the slave robot. Since a collision-free path for the master 
robot consists of a set of safe configurations {ql, ..., qi ,.. .,qn} , 
the swept volume, Vi, of the master robot over the range 
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[qi, q;+l] can be approximately computed in terms of robot's 

kinematics, Since Vi can be expressed as: 

vi ="v; (7) 
k 

where V," is the swept volume for link k and is computed 
as follows: 

1. Determine the original positions pk and p,+, k of the 

coordinate frame of link k in configurations q, and qi+l; 

2. Compute swept area S! of link k over range [qi, qi+I I 

based on the by connecting pk, pf+*, p s ,  and 

link length Lk , as shown in Fig. 6; 

3.  Obtain swept volume Vi" for link k by expanding Sf 
according to the geometry of robot's arms. 

1+1 

Fig. 6. Approximate computing swept volumes 

Fig. 1 shows, when the master robot moves from its starting 

configuration qs(R1) to its goal configuration qg(R1), there 
exist potential collisions with the slave robot. According to the 

swept volumes Vi of the master robot, the slave robot Rz 
(right) first moves away from the collision zone caused by 
master robot motion, as shown in Fig. 7(a). When the master 

robot reaches its goal configuration qg(R1) shown in Fig. 7(b- 

d), the slave robot moves to its goal configuration qg(R2), as 
shown in Fig. 7(e-f). 

6.  CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents an approach to real-time path planning for 
multiple robots. By selecting critical fundamental obstacles, we 
can be quickly computed the approeat ion of the C-space 
obstacle. Usually, such an approximation provides sufticient 
information to plan a collision-free path for a master robot. A 
free subspace constructed by slice C-space obstacles makes 
path searching quicker and simpler. To plan slave robot motion, 
swept volumes of the master robot are taken as additional 
moving obstacles into consideration. The computational time 
for motion planning of the given example, including mapping 
and searching, is approximately 50ms for the master robot and 
180ms for the slave robot with a 33Mhz 80486 CPU. However, 

motion planning for the case of a common task like carrying an 
ob.ject does not reported in this paper. This problem will be 
dealt with in our further works. 
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